
























 and the 
Umoja 
Dance 







Auditorium at 8 
o'clock.  The 
event is sponsored









Serving  the 
San Jose
 



























































 Foreman needn't be convinced of the 
advantages of bicy-
cling. 
One of the 70 million adult bicycle riders in the United States, Dee is 
one  of 
many SJS students that peddle 
to and from classes. Concerned Bicycle Riders
 for 
the Environment recommends 











































 to it, but 
I think that 
most of those















 fact that 
these men 
used their 

















officers  besides 
Deputy Chief 
Ross Donald were 
on campus prior 
to 
the first two 
arrests  Thursday. 
O'Neil, 21,
 a junior political
 science 
major, 
said  that he was 
only  in the area 
between
 the Engineering
 Building and 
the 
Cafeteria to see 
Craig Shubert, a 
San
 Jose 
Liberation  Front 
(SJI.F I 
member,









assault  on an officer, 
battery,  resisting 
arrest,
 and disturbing
 the peace 
and  
faces





that he had 
viewed the 
first part of 






 the College 
Union cafeteria.
 He 
did not witness 
the first two arrests 
.  
which Elmer
 glein, chief 
of the uni-












He was, however, in the A.S. 
offices
 
on the third level of the College Union 
when  word came up that Shubert was 
being taken to police headquarters, he 
said. O'Neil said that he 
followed the 
crowd downstairs and
 started toward 
Seventh Street
 when he was suddenly 
jumped. 
His roommate, Ron Gougler, 21, 
junior social science major, said he was 
approximately four feet behind O'Neil 
when he was taken into 
custody  and 
tells the following story of the incident: 
'NO TIME' 
"We had no 
time  to think, let alone 
act, the attack was so quick. Paul was 
thrown on his back by a guy in a blue
 




guy in a 
suit  joined the melee. As 
someone came after
 me, I went behind 
a pine tree and got carried out of that 
general area." 
When he made his way back to where 
O'Neil was, Gougler said he heard 
O'Neil's sister, Evelyn, 20, a sophomore 
humanities 
major,  scream: "Paul! 
Paul! They've got Paul! 
Don't  hurt my 
brother!"
 
She jumped into the fray, pulled one 
of the men off O'Neil, was 
knocked 
down






















CELESTE  ZUFFI 
Daily Political Writer 
The




yesterday  to set up an 
ad hoc 
committee to investigate more 
thoroughly the events 
which  took place 
last Thursday
 when 13 persons were 
arrested.
 
The motion was introduced
 by 
Councilman Dave
 Long who suggested 




concern,  council should 
investigate the
 "exact facts of the 
matter."  
Long recommended
 the ad hoc com-
mittee be composed
 of student council 
representatives,
 members of the San 
Jose liberation




sent their side of the controversial
 inci-
dent, members of 
the  administration to 
represent an 
opposing point of view, 
and possibly
 someone from 
SCIP.  





prompted  in part by Werner 
Becker, one of the 
"SJS 13," who came 
before council to ask
 that they consider 
a resolution granting
 amnesty for the 13 
students 
arrested  in last Thursday's 
confrontation with police. Becker was 
careful to explain that only 10 
of the 
arrested  students 
were  from SJS, the 
other three
 were non -students.  
Becker  also asked council to consider 
a resolution
 which would not allow 
plainclothes
 policemen on campus. 
A third item proposed by Becker sug-
gested that an emergency fund be set 
up to allocate money for the legal fees
 
and defense of the 
students arrested. 
Becker's request,
 in behalf of the 
&EY would 
include,  $1,300 to reim-
burse the 
arrested  students for bail 
they had posted. 
However, several 
councilmen  agreed there
 was little 
council could 




"Legally we cannot 
give
 money to 
anyone to raise bail or for
 legal de-
fense," said 
councilman James Lee, 
referring 
to
 Title V, a directive from 
the State College Board of Trustees 
which limits certain 
student
 activities. 
Long indicated that if 
council were to 
pass legislation 
allocating  money for 
defense of the students, "the Chan-




"Student Council has no control 
over 
the San 



























and  no 
violence  
occurred  








































San Jose State College moved an-
other step forward in becoming San
 
Jose State 
University  when the 
Assembly approved
 legislation authori-
zing the name change Tuesday. 
The bill, authored by Assemblyman 
E. Richard Barnes, R -San Diego, would 
allow colleges selected by the Board of 
Turstees and the 
Coordinating  Council 
on Higher Education, an advisory body 
to 
the legislature, to assume the title of 
university. 
Barnes is certain that SJS will be 
one 
of the colleges undergoing a 
name 
change because of the size 
and scope of 
the college.
 
The bill must now move 
on
 to the 
Senate for approval before 
it hits Gov. 
Reagan's desk for his 
okay. Last year, 
a similar bill was killed in the 
Senate.  
However, Barnes is confident 
that  
this
 year's bill will pass the Senate be-
cause of the widespread support
 it has 
received. Senate President pro 
Tem-
pore James R. Mills has gone on record 
as 
supporting  the measure. 
Other than changing the name 
of SJS 
to San Jose State University, the
 bill 
would make
 no other substantial 
changes  in the operation of SJS. Doc-
toral degrees would not be granted, nor 
would less emphasis be put on under-
graduate programs in favor of univer-





are in fact 
















 would be in 
the area 
of job -hunting and 
applying for 
graduate





than a college 
diploma,
 Dr. Hobert 




The bill, if 
passed,  will go into effect
 
in 
January  of next year. 
representing
 SJLE, the 
money  will be 
used
 for the 
13 arrested
 and not 
for 
SJI,F.  We 
will  be 
involved
 in a 
long 
legal battle
 and we owe
 people 
money.  

















Buck,  acting 
as chairman


















The Election Board will meet today 
at 3:30 p.m. in council chambers, and 
Reed Sparks, Personnel Selections 
Director, announces
 he will be conduct-
ing interviews 
for those students inter-
ested in 
serving  on the election board in 
his office in 
the A.S. offices on the third 
level of the College 
Union,  
as
 carbon paper." Council passed the 
resolution that trun 
now  on all forms 
and statements be 






voted  to: 
 Fund the 
annual
 issue of 
Reed
 
magazine  for 
$1,500  with a 
stipulation  
that after their 
sales $750 be 
returned  to 
the general
 fund and all 
profits from 
the sale







$1000  to Alpha 
Delta  Sigma 
and Gamma 
Alpha Chi for 
Ralph  Nader 
who will speak
 at their 
Annual  Adver-
tising 
Careers Day at 
SJS, April 23, 
1971. The 
event will be 





United  Nations 
delegation  $1,439 
to attend the 
Model 
United  Nations 
Conference  of the 
Far  
West 








 to attend a 




 Stand on 
Open Campus: 
















campus  is open 
to
 anyone 




























reported  that 



















































reference  to an "open 
campus" and his views on recruiting
 on 
campus, Dr.
 Bunzel believes that, "Ifs 
representative
 from a business firm 
and one of our students wish to have a 
conversation together, it is not my busi-
ness, nor should it be the business of 
anyone else, to inqure into or seek to 





"The basic idea 
of
 free speech means 
that we should do everything to protect 
their right to speak on any subject they 
choose. Whether we find their ideas or 
purposes personally attractive 
or 
abhorrent is irrelevant," Dr. Bunzel 
said. "Furthermore, anyone who would 
willfully prevent speech on this campus 
on the basis of its content, by commit-
ting 




 disciplinary action." 
According 
to Dr. Bunzel, SJS 
had 
more than 700 
students  scheduled for 



























































According  to 







campus?  He 
said  that it 
would  cost a 
student $2,000 




expenses  if he 













Bunzel  finds three 















 Human Beings 
of 
students,
















trends,  training 
programs
 and the like. 
 Employee
 representatives
 are able 
to view 




with  other 
campuses.  
"The only risk to an open campus," 
Dr.  Bunzel expressed, "is from those 
who would try to close it to certain 
people whose ideas they disapprove 
of." 
Dr. Bunzel concluded that, "a main 
problem in our society is social 
and  eco-
nomical inequality. The difference 
be-
tween rich and poor, the
 educated and 
non -educated is vast. 
"But the way to close
 the gap in this 
country is 
with  an open hand, not a 
clenched fist. Along
 with an open hand 
must  go an open mind which 
should  be 
the 













This is the 
first 
of three articles 
exploring
 the 














give  a 
factual





who  live in
























('ommonly,  but 
incorrectly,
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nor  filar 










































suffer  from 













are  not readily 
accepted,
 even by 
their ovili 











board -and -care 
homes.
 

















similar homes for the remainder 
of their lives. 
Six years ago many of these people would have been
 in 
mental institutions.
 But, following a national trend, in 1966 
state mental institutions 
started
 releasing custodial 
patients or persons not 
being  aided by institutionalization. 
The State Legislature, following this trend, passed the 
lanterinan-Petris-Short Act in 1969. 
This act, 
recognizing  many people are harmed,
 
not  
helped by institutionalization, made 
it

























 staffers from that 
institution,
 
from approximately 2,700 patients















































































fully  to society,





 three board -and
-care homes










 forget the 





-and -care residents 
have a 
terrific
 sense of 
humor, 
better than
















 only have 




 normal than abnormal. 
As mentioned before,  
board -and -care
 homes are often 
incorrectly 
called  half -way 
houses.
 
Half -way houses 
serve as transient stations for released 
mental 
patients
 reorienting themselves to the
 outside 
world. Normally, people stay 
only three to six months in 
these 
houses. 
In contrast, few 
board -and -care 
home















homestheir  operation 
and 



























not an end 
itself, but
 a 
means  to a 






























After last Thursday's 
incident  at the College Union, it seemed to be a worth-
while idea to have a permanent liaison
 officer on campus. Considering the 
many rumors which are 
still  lingering or are only now being
 dispelled a week 
later, the matter would 
appear  to merit immediate 
attention. 
It has finally been disclosed 
that Deputy Chief Ross Donald
 did not make an 
independent
 or arbitrary decision to 




 was also discovered that in 
this
 instance as in others, 
communica-
tion between students
 and police has been noticeably 
faulty or in some cases 
ton
-existent.  
The situation is 
approaching  the critical stage, and 
both students and police 
can ill afford future incidents
 which escalate through badly timed 
decisions
 
and  lack of communications. 
Several 
years  ago, a police liaison officer was assigned 
to the college when 
fraternities  and sororities in the area 
became increasingly unruly. He 
served  
ostensibly as 
a public relations link between 
the police department and the 
students, but 
also  acted as an observer to forewarn





activities of the students 
advanced  from fraternity pranks 
to 
increased militancy, 
it was evident that an officer




 to make important
 decisions. 
When 
a patrolman was shot in 
San Jose while writing up 
a traffic citation in 
his car, the 
police department reacted
 immediately by doubling
 up their offi-
cers in patrol 
cars. This required taking 
men  off less essential 
assignments
 
such as campus liaison. 
Currently,  Deputy Chief 
Donald,
 head of the police 
department's  Prevention 
and Control 
Division,  visits the SJS' and 
SJCC campuses only 
when  it appears 
something may occur 
which  involves a potential 
for violence. In retrospect ,he
 
can not be blamed totally 
for the inadequate 
communication  between police 
and  students. Reportedly, 
meetings  had been held with 
Deputy  Chief Donald, 
the dean of 
students,  the executive 
vice
 president and student 
representatives 
to discuss activities
 on the campus and 
ways in which trouble
 could be 
avoided. Unfortunately,
 the student representatives
 failed to attend, 
and  the 
meetings
 fell apart.  
. Obviously, the students 
must  assert their willingness to 
talk to police and 
maintain contact 
and  correspondingly the police 
department  must reaffirm its 
faith in students by reestablishing
 the office of permanent police
 liaison. 
The 
ability of a permanently stationed
 officer who could dispel rumors
 and 
settle controversies 
before,  during and after such 
incidents  of violence as last 
Thursday's would be invaluable. 
Students  are vulnerable to half-truths
 es-
poused by those emotionally
 involved. These suspicions
 are readily reinforced 
when no spokesman for the police 
department  dispels the silence. As shown 
by 
repeated incidents, 
escalation in violence often follows 
from reaction to rumor 
and hearsay and accompanying




need for Deputy Chief 
Donald  is unquestioned 
because  someone has to 
be present 
at
 times when decisions must 
be made on the spot by 
someone
 who 
can speak for the 
department.  However, it should




 one is needed on campus who 
can  speak for the department 
when
 Deputy 
Chief Donald is not around. 
Although,
 one may sympathize 
with the lack of manpower
 which the police 
department  faces, it 
would seem far more
 profitable to incur
 the costs of 
assigning
 an officer to this
 campus, than to 
suffer  the consequences
 of 
unnecessary 







the myth of "The American 
Tradition,"  soldiers fighting in 
Vietnam should have no fear and 
should
 be willing to meet the enemy at 
all  
costseven
 if that 
cost
 is life itself. 
There is 
no such thing as "The American Tradition." 
Perhaps
 the correct 
name for
 the feeling is dedication




 the war in 
Vietnam 
to
 save face is 
dead. 
Another form of dedication 













 as some SJS students 





onlookers,  as well as protesters  
were 











were not at all 
involved  in or 






outbreak  of violence 
and 
subsequent  
arrests.  They 
were merely
 there
 out of 
curiosity  or to somehow 









 now in 
jail
 
some are out on bail), 













 in jail for a crime 







people  need witnesses  
attesting
 to their innocence.
 A lone defendant 
pleading
 not 




 such as a police 
force,





well with a judge,
 unless 

















to provide the 
needed  
evidence






























 there to 
support













 may have 
been  






































































John  A. 
Wettergreen
























science  at Claremont 
in South-
ern California. He 
is













is an abstract 









dox,  and 
communistwere  
presented.  I 




is a special pri-
vilege 
which liberal 
societies  and only 
liberal
 societies allow 
to students who 










 to ask any 
question, but 
espe-




still receive a 
paycheck. 




 freedom is for inquirers.
 In-
quirers
 ore students. It 
appears to me, 
then, that 
academic  freedom is 
not  an 
absolute,  universal, 
natural,  divine, 
human,  legal, or civil 
right.  It is a pri-
vilege allowed 
only by liberal 
societies;  
sincere 
students  ore therefore
 grateful 
praisers
 of liberal societies. 
The  problem with 
the academic free-
dom privilege 





claiming  this privi-
lege 




 not students. Teachers are 
those who have or think they have the 
answers, especially to the most im-
portant 
questions.  
Teachers thinking this 
broadcast  their 
answers; they do not question their an-
swers. In contrast, studentssometimes 
called 
"Philosophers"  or lovers of 
wisdomhave not satisfied themselves 
that they or any of the teachers
 have the 
answers to the important
 life -or -death 
questions. 
At any 
rate,  teachers have been using 
academic 
freedom to further their own 
ends, which are not the ends of students. 




 have been forced to propagate 




freedom. The teachers 
would have us 
believe that academic
 freedom is a right 
of 
most  members 
of
 a faculty to 
say  and 
do 
whatever they wish









 to anger, and 
because
 both 




 of a serious danger 
to 
the activities of true























































































































communities  exist as 
places where the youth of America can 
learn a trade which society 
needs or 
'Nicks it needs and for which society 
is 





--ent difficulties over the recruiting 
c Iled workers for our
 society's 
ies show that the vocational and 
c- ck-nce trainers




.ike the teachers,  students and ad -
miters of students (like myself) do not 
believe  that the academic 
institutions
 
are  primarily charged with solving social 
problems.  Nor do they believe 
that  aca-
demic 
freedom  is 
necessary
 or even 
useful  for vocational 
training or con-
science training. Students 
believe that 
academic institutions 
exist,  when ell is 
said and
 done, to 
foster
 the love of 
wisdom or free inquiry. 
Believing this, students are willing to 
tolerate  and even to defend conscience 
and vocational training insofar as such 
training fosters free inquiry.
 
Many might think that 
students  are 
dreamers,
 livers of imagined lives. Yet 
there ore serious men of affairs who 
agree with students rather than teach-
ers, with 














































 Asia or 
in materials 
being used
 there) be 













 of the 
war.
 The correlation










 instance if open 
recruiting  were 
stopped, who would 
determine what 
was and
 what wasn't a war -related 



















 out, yet recruiting 
protests 
developed  over those arrested 
the preceeding




 at the time was 
for technical 
jobs which are 
definitely  becoming 
scarce. 




interested  in their  
future
 











 more by going














































































Bunzel  Naive? 






President  Bunzel is either incredibly 
naive, which in view 
of his 
position  is 




events that led to the 
arrests of 
the "San Jose 13- last week. 
Point one. Last Thursday,
 




was  occurring, 
demonstrators
 attempted to 
peacefully 
picket along
 the balcony of 
the 
College 









 and in my 
view, a repressive decision
 that they 
would 




that it was 




 time did the demonstrators 
attempt
 to storm the doors on Thursday, 
or especially on Friday 
when they were 
allowed to picket on the balcony. 
Question:
 If they peacefully  picketed 
on the balcony on 
Friday without inci-
dent, why did Quinton provoke an inci-
dent
 on Thursday by forcefully throwing 
students down 
the stairs? 
Contrary to Bunzel's -unclear" version 
of the incident, there 
seems to be no 
evidence or photographs to support 
Security's claim that it was attacked 
from 
behind  by demonstrators. 
It might be suggested, in view of the 
fact
 that security controlled the top of 
the stairs  making it thus impossible for
 
any demonstrators 
to get behind them, 




past, is again 
deceiving the Adminis-
tration in order to justify its inept, and 
imprudent measures, such as 





 weren't really 
necessary. 
Bunzel's 
statement  'not the oil derrick 
was 
believed  to be soaked in 
gasoline,
 is 
similarly not true, 
completely  without 
foundation, in 







 be a crime. 





 were jumped 
return-
ing to the 
College  Union, and that 







 happened, is 
the essence of 
meaning 
between
 a policeman 
and a 
"pig." A policeman
 serves and protects 





 were coming back 
from delivering a prisoner 
to Seventh 
Street, they were walking in a group
 
down the 
sidewalk  behind the old cafe-
teria, pushing students off
 the sidewalk, 
and 
jostling
 girls' breasts with 
elbow  
punches.
 All of a 
sudden,
 shades of 
last
 
year's Fifth Street 
incidentthese  pigs 
as 
if on signal push a girl down,
 and all 
hell broke loose. Pity 
the  dude who was 
against the cafeteria 
wall who literally 
was  brutalized at the hands of three 
pigs. Bunzel is wrong when he 
said these 
cops were only defending themselves; 
hell, they were the ones that touched it 
off by pushing students on the sidewalk. 
Point three. Bunzel
 has stated that 
merely by coincidence a representative 
of 
the San Jose D.A.'s office was on 
campus Thursday, observed the whole
 
thing, and gave him a 
complete  report. 
When questioned about this highly sus-
pect coincidence. Bunzel refused to com-
ment. 
I would 
suggest  that this
 fact
 of "coin-
cidence- leads one to entertain sus-
picions that the Administration, the SJPD 
and the San Jose D.A.'s office are in 
collusion
 to fabricate charges in order to 
stifle peaceful anti -war 
protests,
 and 
that the administration by its recent 
repressive actions has created a credi-
bility gap of confidence on this campus. 
All these 
coincidences  came into play 
on Thursday, but on Friday when police 
were not 
called, everything was 
peace-
ful. This would suggest that the adminis-
tration has created 
the  credibility gap on 
campus  at this time, and that by repres-
sion, much the some as the Berrigan 
Conspiracy, is attempting to stifle anti-
war protests by judicial persecution in 
the 
courts. 
Point four. Unlike 
president
 Bunzel, I 
was
 on campus when these so-called
 
incidents
 occurred, which have 
moved 
me to comment on them. Since 
President  
Bunzel was in 
Los Angeles and not on 
campus, what has moved him to give his 
story? Perhaps the San Jose
 D.A.'s 
office?
 This whole thing reeks of a 
fromeup
 to a lot of us. 
Spartan
 Ihilb 
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 Court judge 




 15 others 
yesterday  
from the 
central part of the











by the university after campus 
disruptions
 Feb. 8. 
Rhodes  ordered 
















hearing on a 
permanent
 injunction. 
They will be permitted 
to visit other parts of 
the  campus as 
necessary to 






has accused Franklin of 
participating in 
disruptions during 
which  the campus computer 
center  was 
occupied,  two persons shot 
and
 several beaten. 
Jets Crash





















A spokesman at Hamilton Air Force 
Base  said the two 
Delta  Dagger jets crashed into the
 ocean about 30 miles west-
southwest of San Luis Obispo. 
A 
Coast  Guard helicopter 
rescued
 one of the unidentified
 
pilots from the water. He 
was flown to Vandenberg Air 
Force  
Base 
to be examined, a Coast Guard official
 said. The pilot's 
condition was not immediately known. 
A search continued







 all-out help to North 
Vietnam, even "the greatest national 
sacrifices,"  if the 
United States 
permits  South Vietnam to invade the North or 
draws the war close to Red China. 
The promise is in a joint Hanoi-Peking communique pub-
lished yesterday, emphasizing statements made earlier this 
week 
in broadcasts. 
The communique was published following a weekend 
visit  
to Hanoi by Premier Chou Enlai. He was accompanied by 
Chinese military men, including an expert on logistics who 
would have much to do with the dispatch
 of new military aid 
to North Vietnamese. 




 situation and "how to deal with possible military 
adventures by U.S. imperialism." 
The statement said the invasion of Laos had produced a 
"new and extremely grave war escalation" 
directly menac-
ing the security of North Vietnam and of Red China and 
causing a threat to 
Asian  and world peace. 
The statement was, in effect, a warning 
to
 the United 
States to keep the hostilities in Indochina within tolerable 
bounds. 
In Washington, a state 
department  spokesman said:  "We 
do not have under consideration any action that would pose a 





WASHINGTONThe  Senate 
gave swift, 94-0 approval 
yesterday to a proposed constitutional
 amendment to lower 
the voting 
age to 18 in state and local as 
well  as federal elec-
tions. 
Approval by the 
House  is expected next week 
or shortly 
thereafter,
 and then the amendment
 will be submitted to the 
states for 
ratification.
 Thirty-eight of 
them








 show they 
sustain 
greater
 damage in low
-speed crashes 





was  told yester-
day. 
"The base line
 of low -speed 
crash  damage 







appears to have 
worsened,"  said 




 of the Insurance
 Institute for 
Highway  Safety. 
Dr. Haddon accused 





 cars more damage
 proof 
because,
 he said, they find 
it








 with cosmetic fringes,





 all of the 
functions of 
battering  rams,"  and 
using the space for 
energy -
absorbing features,






initial price of the 
vehicle  or, worse, 




STICK 'EM UPPalestine Guerrilla Forces 
and "progressive"
 Jews make a show of 
force
 against Standard Oil, the
 U.S. Sixth 
Fleet, the military might 
of Israel

































Main form of Travel Today 
For many people, bicy-
cling was part of their child-
hood fun; for millions it has 
been a fun
 that has never 
ended. 





Thousands  of students 
not only ride to 
class,  but bi-
cycling 
has become their 
sole method of travel. 
This 
is not only a student 
hobby. Over 70 million adult 
"huff 'n' puffers" 
pedal  
their two
-wheelers  on tours, 
camping trips, races, and 
just around 





use them for commuting to 
work.
 
The greatest deterrent to 
cycling has been the lack of 
room for bicycles on car -
cluttered highways. But this  
is changing. For use by 
bicycles  only, local govern-
ments
 are establishing a 
"bikeways"
 system of 




 The federal govern-
ment 
is
 planning 200,000 
miles 
of bikeways to 
be 






SJS  is of the ecolo-
gical advantages of bicycles. 
Most students
 feel the more 
travel done
 on bicycles 
rather
 than by automobiles, 
the less problem with air 
pollution. 
On 
March  14, hundreds of 
bicyclists 
are scheduled to 
ride
 to the Los Angeles Cen-
tury City Ecology Fair. 
The  
purpose
 is to urge passage 
of legislation











 I CBRE 
believe that bicycling is in-
expensive, enjoyable and 
healthful means of lessening 
the pollution




















The Standard Oil recruit-
ers have left
 the campus and 
the  anti -war rallies are once 
again calm and uneventful, 
but SJS students may have 
only begun to feel the 
effects of last week's campus 
disturbance.
 They may not 
feel the full impact of the 
violence  until next fall.  
!Turing 
the past few 
weeks,
 President 
John  H. 
Bunzel, and 
other SJS 
administrators  and mem-
bers of the 
Associated Stu-
dents  Council have been 
carrying out a campaign to 
convince the legislature
 that 
the state  
colleges  need
 more 








severely  cut the 
amount of money Chancellor 




Thus far, "the response 





tor  of the A.S. effort to gain 
more funds
 for the colleges. 
He 
had  been using the fact 
that SJS has had no campus
 
violence this year
 as one 
reason the 













 Book Talk 
yesterday  where Judson 
Jerome's book 
"Culture  Out 
of Anarchy" was reviewed 
by Jack Douglas of New 
College,  both audience and 
speaker seemed to assume 
that public education is a 
catastrophe. 
D ou glas 
described 







James W. Davant, 
presi-
dent and chief executive of 
Paine, Webber, Jackson and 
Curtis, New York City stock 
brokerage firm, will be a 
special guest on campus 
March 18 and 19 for the 
Distinguished Businessman 
Seminar, sponsored by the 
School of Business at SJS. 
This is the fifth 
seminar
 of 
this type. Dr. G. W. Maxwell, 
professor of business and 
faculty coordinator of the 
event, has described the 
success of the seminars as 
"rather fabulous." He also 
pointed out that SJS is one of 







 Accepted in Fall 
Because of the new Com-
mon 
Admissions  Program, 




the fall semester can breath 
a sigh of relief. California 
State 
College  Chancellor 
Glenn S. 
Dumke  announced 
that more than 





 been notified that 
space is reserved
 for them 
next fall in one of 













were  denied 
a place in 
the state 




will  have 









 lie added 







 level have 
been
 assured a place 
next 
fall. 
He continued that the 
new admissions program 
has permitted graduate 
applicants, 
as well as those 






























7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
 
Loma Prieta
 Room - 
C.U. 
in other categories, a period 
for 
greater future planning." 
Prospective students last 
November applied at one 
of 
the 19 state colleges, listing 
on a single application as 
many as three other colleges 

















test  score 
records
 for the 
next 










































































































































San Jose State College is 
still continuing to accept 




to Dr. Kagan, 
late applications,
 which 
were being accepted in Dec-
ember,  will be processed on 
a first -come, 
first -served 
basis behind applicants not 
accommodated during the 
November period, until 
quotas and categories are 
filled 







7 Daily mans 
thp  won 














 this type. 
According to Dr. Maxwell, 
the business 
department  is 
continually on 




to the seminar. Dr. 
Mel 
Wright, dean of the
 
School of 
Business,  is 
responsible for 




 year, Davant has 
agreed to come from New 
York to be 
guest  of the 
seminar. He will
 give the 
keynote address of the 
seminar March 18 at 11 a.m. 
in Concert Hall on "Business 
Responsibility in the Con-
temporary Environment." 
In addition, he will
 parti-
cipate in class discussions, 
informal talks, and other 
activities that will give stu-
dents 





that the seminar is a student -
oriented activity. He said 
students will meet 
Davant
 as 
he arrives in San Jose, and 
students  will escort him 
around campus
 and intro-
duce him to various
 classes. 
This is so students will have 
an opportunity
 to get closer 
to the guest. 




by the School of 
Business,  
including the keynote 
address which is open to 
everyone.
 Also on 
the  agenda 
will be a morning reception 




 March 18, 
a student leaders luncheon 
March 18 at 12:30 p.m., and a 
Deans Dinner March 18, 7 
p.m. 
The Deans Dinner
 will also 
include businessmen of the 
community.
 According to 
Dr. Maxwell, this event 
strengthens the ties between 






























salesmen with an interest
 in 
business,  marketing or 
related fields
 March 16. 






 in their 
company  March 18. 
Scheduled for March 25 
are representatives
 from the 
Chesebrough-Pond's Co. and 
Vick Chemical Co. while 
Jewel Companies Inc., and 
John Hancock Mutual
 Life 
Insurance Co. will be 
repre-
sented March 26. 
Students interested in 
making an appointment may 
sign up in the Student 
Employment Office, Career 




Earnest Quinton, chief of 
campus
 security, will be 
interviewed 
tomorrow even-
ing on KSJS, 90.7 FM at 5:30. 
lie will discuss the confron-
tation between police and 
students last week. 
IKE& TINA TURNER 
THURSDAY,
 






























lyptic ," and said, -His 
story  
is the decline and fall 
of 
American education." 
Douglas was not pre-
dicting a future disaster, but 
said of 
the  book, "it verifies, 
as we all know, that educa-
tion is in a state of anarchy."
 
Public education has 
fallen,
 
according to him, and, "as 
things 
get  more heated" 
only the experimental pro-
grams ( such as New Col-
lege) offer promise. 
He seemed like 
Noah,  des-
cribing the virtues of the ark 
to those drowning. But, even 
the "ark"
 of otperimental 
education tias its problems. 
The autonomy 
of the stu-
dents can lead 
to problems. 
Douglas illustrated
 this with 
an example: 
one  program 
had a town








up in the dorm 
without 
segregating 
the  sexes. 
What can a faculty do in 






trying  to make 









The five -man Judicial 
Selection  Committee 
will  
again  hold interviews 
for  
prospective  appointees
 to the 
Associated Students 
Judic-
iary today at 11 











been unable to 















committee,  said yesterday 
that 
some  40 applicants 
have 
applied 













































































































































 Ways and 
Means 
Committee,  which 
will hold 
hearings  on the 
education  budget later this 
month, has not found that 
public opinion has turned 
away from the 
colleges be-
cause
 of SJS's disturbance. 
Mockler 
explained
 that, in 
the last analysis, it is 
public  
opinion, not the legislators 
and  the governor, that will 
decide
 whether or not the 
colleges will get
 the funds 






 what we're 
going to get," he 
remakred.  
But, "the






























Dr. Bunzel agreed that the 
sensitive pulse  
of public 
opinion 
will be a very critical 
factor in the 






























dents  are 













head  of the San 
Francisco 
















 is caused 
by only a very
 few students."
 
He said that the taxpayers 
must be convinced 
that the 
money paid out to 
higher  
education will 
be worth the 
investment by proving that 
the
 state colleges can pro-
vide quality education, aca-
demic responsibility, an 
open campus, and "an open 
hand, not a clenched fist." 
Both Ferryman and Dr. 
Bunzel have been en-





 for their 




















































































































a junior film 
major,  tried to 
come to her
 assistance and 
was 







BROKEN  NOSE 
Hickey 









tried to stagger 
to his feet, he was 
pushed 
down
 onto his 
back
 again and 
was maced 
many  times, 
according





two men and carried up-
stairs to the ballroom 
of the 
Union, Gougler added. 
O'Neil was 
removed  in a 
police 
paddy  wagon 
with fiv.e 
others about 
15 minutes after 
being taken 
into custody, he 
said. 
NOT INFORMED ' 
According  to O'Neil, he  
wasn't  informed of his 




 taken into 
custody.  
After  he was 
booked,
 he 
was  allowed one phone
 call, 
he said. No one
 answered 
and he was 
not allowed to 
make another 




 jail until 
approximately 10 p.m., when 
his 
father, a retired Air
 
Force  Lieutenant 
Colonel,  
posted his $125 bond. 
O'Neil,
 whose first hearing
 
is 
next  Monday, is 
paying  a 
San Francisco lawyer $400, 
but is not sure 
that it will do 
any good. 
"The  charges 
were trump-
ed up," he 
said.  "So what's 
to stop them 
lying at the 
trial? I'll end
 up putting up 
about $500 and I'm not even 
sure 
my name will be 
cleared.
 How many 
state  
college students do you know 































































year  will 











for  classes as 









































































Returning to their home 
court after three straight 
road matches, the SJS tennis 
team will attempt to run 
their
 shutout string to four 
and their
 win record to five 
as they host the 
University  of 
San
 Francisco at 2 
o'clock 
today. 
The netters, with a perfect 
4-0 
season record, play a 
USF team 
that
 coach Butch 
Krikorian 
terms  not too 
tough of an opponent." 
The Spartans 
will  also be 
attempting to extend 
their 
shutout streak to 
four follow-

























At the moment, despite the 
glamorous 4-0 record, the 
Spartans
 are hurting 
with
 
their number two and three 
men nursing injuries. 
Terry Moor, the freshman 
number
 two man and Hank 
Lloyd,
 number three man 
are suffering from a 
shoulder and back injury. 
"It is still a day-to-day 
proposition with 
Lloyd,"  said 
Krikorian,
 referring to the 
senior  who has been laid up 
since  the Northern Cali-
fornia 
Tournament.
 "As for 
Moor, he 
hurt  his 
shoulder  
about four days 
ago and 
again




















































































and  Jan 












"I will be able to make a 
real evaluation of the team 
after Friday's match," 
said 
Kirkorian yesterday. "Cal is 
ranked in the top 10 teams in 
the 
country.
 It will be a true 
test." 
The 
Spartans got a taste of 
Cal in the Northern Cali-
fornia  Invitational in which 
they finished third 
with  19 
points,
 one less 
than Cal 























play for the Spartans and has
 been a plea-
sant surprise for coach Gene Menges who 
uses Day for his defensive ability. 
Daily photo by 













Gene Menges and his 
Spartan baseball players put 
their 10-3 record 
and six -
game winning streak to the 








the opener of the Pacific 
Coast 
Athletic Association 
PCAA season at San Jose 
Municipal  
Stadium.  





and speed to the three -game 
weekend  series. They 
will
 
match it with a pitching staff 
that
 started slowly but has 
!UMW
 the opposition to five 
runs in the 
last
 three games. 
Menges has announced 
Mike 
Rusk, 3-2, Dave Im-
wa Ile, 
3-0,  and Raleigh 




















 for the 
Diablos
 will include 
All-
PCAA hurler 
Bob  Apodaca, 
Randy Nichols, 
and  Mike 
McDermott. LA comes into 
the series with a 7-6 record 
and  a five -game losing 
streak.
 
Menges, pleased with his 
team's exhibition play, 








 Staff Writer 
Ever increasing profes-
sionalism in college basket-
ball is the major change Dan 
Glines saw in 11 years of 





 through two 
weeks ago.
 He took over
 the 



















Joe Sweeney, Jim 
Turpin,  
and the rest of the SJS gym-
nastics team take on Cal 
State at Los Angeles at 
7:30  
tomorrow night in Spartan
 
Gym. This will 
be the last 
home meet of the season as 
well as the 
final  meet before 
the PCAA 
championships.  
"I think we will win, unless 
they
 surprise us with some-
thing," commented coach 
Clair




 but I'd call 
our 
chances  fair that we'll
 
beat them." 
The lineup for the 
Spartans
 
will be the same as most 
of 
the previous
 meets with 
Sweeney, 
Turpin
 and Mike 
Cooper




expected to do 
extremely  well in rings, 
floor 
exercise, 
and  his specialty 
long horse 
vaulting.  This 






 he hopes 
will  later 
qualify him for 
the  NCAA 
championships.  
As top all-around
 man for 
SJS, Sweeney 
is the likely 
candidate 














are  also high bar 
and parallel 
bars.  Cooper, 
who 
according to assistant 
coach 
Doug Hills, "has 
shown the 
team a lot this 
season," 




performances  are 
also expected
 to come from 
Ed Sparacino
 on rings and 
Eric Havstad





















 at a 
recent





This  Saturday the team plays 
Cal State at 














(3 with this coupon 
thru I/15 
one 


























 an ankle injury 
on his dismount, but Jennett
 
stated he will still compete. 
Side horse is usually a weak 
event for SJS but Havstad 
may help the team score in 
that  event. 
Bill 
Barnwell and Kim 
Kludt, will also
 perform for 
SJS.
 The better events for 
the two appear 
to be high bar 
for Barnwell 
and  side horse 
for 
Kludt.  
The past season has been 
one of the best for the
 gym 




San Francisco State and 
several
 others team hopes 
are high for the league 
championships to be held 
at 
U.C. Santa Barbara in two 
weeks. The meet with L.A. 
should offer an opportunity 
to improve routines with the 
hope as Hills expressed the 







































 division in 
the 
first round.
 Then he 





eliminated  by 
the San 
Diego 
State  grappler 
who 
edged 
him  for the 










































































be held here Saturday. 
to Stu Inman. His overall re-
cord was 43 wins 80 losses in-
cluding the last 21 this sea-
son. 














 is that 
you don't 
get
 a "thank 
you", for 
what 






boy."  I 
say  this 
generally,
 they seem






































 asks for 
one no 





think it is great that
 a 
boy 
can  play sports and 
get 
his 
education  payed for." 
Ile admitted
 that some of 
the player expectations 
result from what they have 
heard from other players
and promises made from 
other coaches who seek their 
services, in their desire to 
win. "Yes we're cutting our 
own throats." 
In recruiting Glines says, 




 on a team 
and it is hard for
 the players 
to learn this.
 Nobody likes to 
sit on the bench. 
When you 
play seven or 
eight men and 
you have a team
 of 10 or 12, 
somebody 
isn't  going to play. 
That's not to say that 
they 
are not important to the 
team. Every man is as valu-
able as the other. It's 
hard  to 
accept the 
duty  to come to 
practice 
every  day and work 
hard,  sit on the bench and 
cheer
 and be ready for when
 





asked if he had 
ever had any 
racial 
trouble
 with his play-
ers. 
"Never,  what difference
 
does it make whether
 the kid 
is black, white, green
 or pur-
ple. A coach 
who  worries 
about that is crazy." 
Glines has
 no idea who the 
next Spartan head coach 
might 




 he will need. 
-They are going to need a 






Make Sportscasts Hard 

































 hope to do a 
Satur-
day 
baseball  game 
of the 
week 
type  of thing, 
if
 there is 
enough











radio, would like 
to do football.


















he think of the
 
Spartans 2-24




streak?  "I am 
a 
fan,
 I think the 












 but says, 
"I try to 
maintain
 my cool, 
but some-
times 1 




 the refs 
too, and 
say 
something  like 
"the ref 
ought
 to start 









explained,  "It 
depends
 on the 
weather.  On a 





























 and you 
can't  hear 
what
 your saying,





'Frost  said. 
Other  technical
 problems 
result  from the 
Spartan pep 






shook  his 
head  and 
said. -We



































George  Bach 







Rickey's Hyatt House 





 March 13, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Center. 
Admision $45.
 Call the Center to register. 
have 




Ile  wants cheering 
"cause 
there 
is nothing worse 
than 







of the fan can 
cause 
trouble. 











speak  up to try and 
drown  
him










 is great, he 
helps 
stir
 up the crowd 
and 
that helps." 
Frost  had no permanent 
color man, 
but was helped 
occasionally
 by Bob Hughes 
and former







 have, we 
worked 
together  well. When 
the color 
man  has something 
to say.  I welcome it. I have to 
follow the play of the game 




 in the 
stands  like 
George." 
The broadcast team in-
cluded, chief engineer Dave 
Moss and producer Dave 
Shutles. From them he got 





cluded the pre 
game, a half 
time 
and  a post game broad-
cast. "I tried, said Frost to 
go behind the scenes during 
the 
pre game and 
halftime
 
and then interview the 
player
 of the game 
or the 
coach
 after the game." 
-Coach 
Glines  is the 
best 
interview 
I had in two 
years. 
I had a 









fake it then. 
Frost who has taken no 
classes in broadcasting 
works 
with  25 other students 
at KSJS. He 
is
 unsure of his 
future as a broadcaster. 
Ile hopes soon, there will 
be Spartan







 2-1 on the 
year, return 
to dual match 
medal play 
today  and will be 
trying to 
make it two in a row 
over Santa 
Clara  University, 
at Spring Valley. 
SJS, 
coached
 by Jerry 
Vroom 






Club.  Today's 
first  tee is 1 
p.m. on the 
Broncos'  home 
course.  
"Dual matches
 are no 
true test of strength,"
 Coach 
Vroom said last 
week, after 
the Spartans 
returned  from 
winning one of 
two  divisions 
of the Cal State
 LA invita-
tional tournament
 over the 
weekend.  
"You can lose 
to a team 
like 
we
 did to Hayward
 be-




 Plus you 
only 
play  18 holes, while
 in a 
tournament you play
 54 or 
72." 
Vroom  has 
been dis-
appointed
 with the play of 
veteran players,
 but expects 
their 
experience  to bring 
them back
 to form. He has 
singled
 out the play of new-
commers 
Glenn Woodruff 
and Mark Lye for their early 
play. 
10% Discount with 
this ad 
CITY
























































importance  of such 
a big 
man now he says. 
"Draw a 
line 10 to 12 feet 
from 
the  basket. That is 
where the 
games are won 
and lost. A 






he scores only eight
 a 
game. 
He can rebound, 
block  
shots, and there is 
no telling 
what  he can do for







 of this year, at 
67. Glines says,
 "it really 
isn't fair to 
play
 him at 
center, he is more 
of a for-
ward. There is 
a question 
about his outside 
shooting, 
but he did 
well this year 
when he got his confidence." 
Glines  personally believes 
SJS had the big man two 
years ago
 in Darnell Hilli-
man. As a soph 
the 6'7 jump-
ing jack 
led  SJS to a 16-8 year 
including 









 of '69 Hilliman, a 
black man, 
was inducted into 





could have gone wrong
 did. 
We did everything we 
could.  
We thought we had
 him out 
of it. He comes 
from Sacra-
mento. 
They  have a big 
board and a 
big call. All 
boards are different. His de-
manded 
60 units after two 
years. He had 56. He was not 
on probation; he was making 




school;  his 
mother  was 
ill 
and he had 
to work. He 
had 





director  of 
athletics.  They 




 and he 
was 
the  most 
insistent  that 
two 
years in 
the  service 
wouldn't hurt him." 
While  
Hilliman  
went  to 







players  left the 
team 
during 
that  period 




said  playing 
courts 
here were
 not the best
 but 
that 
"Santa  Clara has 
worse  
and they do well." 
Glines 
future  plans 
are 
indefinate.
 He thinks he 
will 
be teaching





for the first 
time 
in 11 years
 he is not
 
recruit-




 to a high school 
tournament














surprise  at the 
work of 
catcher 
Tim  Day. 
Currently
 hitting 




with  St. Mary's, driving  
in 














The leading batter during 




Mike  Coz-. 
zens, a junior who 
started 
the year on the 
bench but has 
apparently won 
the job f 
another junior, 
Pete  Jet 
Cozzens carries a .474 a 
age, while Jensen is ,.. 
second
 leading hitter at .43k.. 
In the 
power  department,: 
centerfielder
 Greg Marshall: 
and third
 baseman Brian: 
Nakamoto 
lead
 the club with 
two homeruns each.
 Mar--
shall, a junior is also 
the RBI: 




 tomorrow and for 
the rest of the 




than last year," noted 
Menges. His claim is backed 
up by a 
record of 23 stolen 
bases in 23 attempts. Short-
stop Larry Lintz leads 
the 
club with 11 thefts, followed 
by Al Ariza with six. 
Menges sounded confident 
in an 
interview yesterday, 
and said his bench
 had pro-
gressed so well, 
players
 may 
be platooned during 
league 
play. 
He singled out Clyde 
S., 
venson, .385, 
saying he may 
take 
over




 Also coming 
in for praise 






 hitting .429. 
The Spartan
 coach assured 
that his mound
 crew is ready 
for the "new 
season." In 
recent games, SJS 
hurlers 
have brought
 the team 
earned run average
 down to 
a respectable 3.66. 
Menges said he had plan-
ned to bring his pitchers 
along slowly 
and  that they 
were now as far along as he 
had planned. 
Starting  tomor-
row he learns if his assump-



























faculty, staff, students of 
The California
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It's a double -deck hamburger
 with 2 all -beef patties, on a 3 -piece bun, with 
cheese, crisp lettuce, pickle, and


























only  tho 
finest 
ingredients 





arch rival. If you
 would

















































































This Red Barn gets eight 100% beef 
patties 
to the pound Our 
closest
 
arch rival in San 
lose 










11,  19/1 
'Salt
 




While defense funds were 
being gathered for the 
"SJS 
13," arrested







persons at San 
Jose 
City College
 SJCC ) 
found 
themselves











































was asked to leave
 the cam-
pus by 






















 Salt of 
the Earth,
 on the 
campus. 




 giving him 


























Finally,  nine uniformed 
police 
arrived, and four 




relations director for SJCC, 
said,  "It was an illegal 
rally.
 
They were told to 
leave. 
When they did not, the city 






asked to leave and were 








 Bahai Student 
Forum
 donated 13 books 
dealing
 with the Bahai faith 
to the
 college library last 
week. The donation com-
pleted the Bahai collection 
now available on the subject. 






dents of different faiths, 
races, nations, political and 
economic backgrounds. 











them out of their 
cars  and 
arrested them." 
Meanwhile, at SJS, money 
for the defense
 of the 13 
arrested Thursday was 
being collected. A rally held 
on the ('ollege Union patio at 
noon yesterday featured 
Scott McKenzie, singer of "If 





 rally attracted about 
200 spectators, as McKenzie 
sang 
three songs before he 
left for the 1.oma Prieta 
Room where he was sche-
duled to perform. 
A guerrilla 
theater skit put on by 
the 
Iranian
 Student Union, and
 
speeches by Ted 
James, San 
Jose  Liberation 
Front 
chairman, and Thomas Hof
-
far, one of 







 theater depicted the 
Shaw of Iran 

































being  a 
hard-





















picket  the San 





a.m.  and 2 p.m. 











parks  and recrea-
tional system













because of the 
length 
of their hair. Louie 
than stated 
that





 hours a 
day that
 any 
requirement  to 
have
 their hair cut 
would  be 
unfair. 
"Since 
we're  not recrea-
tional leaders 
the remaining 




that such a 
requirement 
is 






 head of the Community
 
Services 
Unit  of the SJPD, works 
daily  at his desk on pro-
grams that 
are designed to bring the
 police and the com-
munity into closer 
contact.  I.t. Hernandez has been the 
head 
of the 


















 took it 
for  what it 
wasn't." 
Dr. Burton 
























































































 to me it 




But soon office workers 
throughout campus were 
asking their office 
heads the 
same question,
























dered about the meaning of 
those 
signs  which read 
"Block Parent" 
and appear 
in the windows of certain 
neighborhood homes in San 
Jose.  
These  signs designate 
homes to 
which residents of 
a neighborhood can
 turn 
when in need of police
 help. 
The people in the homes are 
ordinary citizens who have 
been trained by 
the police on 






gram is only one of the pro-
grams that has been ini-
tiated under
 the Community 





"Our job is to 
attempt
 to 
reduce crime by educating 
the
 public in police pro-
cedures," 
said Lt. Eusavio 
Hernandez, head
 of the Com-
munity Services
 Unit. "By 
making the function
 of the 




then  know how 
to 









Unit came into being in 
1966 
on a ;15,000 grant. The 
idea 
behind it was
 to help bridge 
the 
communication  gap that
 
existed 
























Remote-Sensing, which is 
the gathering of data from 
the air as in aerial photo-
graphy, will be presented 
Thursday. 
March  18, at 7 
p.m. in PER 109. 
Verne 
Cartwright, presi-













220  class. 
Cartwright
 will 
explain  the 
many types











According  to 
Donald F. 
Sinn, 















remote -sensing, and was 











what can be done,
 and some-
thing about its costs, 
accord-








































































Ave.  Guest 
speaker


























 the use of 
extention
 tubes 
and extention billows. 
SJS Ski Club, 
7:30 p.m., 
Fifth and
 San Carlos 
streets. 
Ice 




corner  of 




































































































opened the channels 
between  
the




over as head of 


















section  has seven 
men 
whose  job it is 
to
 estab-









 police action in their 
area.
 














 to us by the com-
munity, then
 we will submit
 
to the police 
chief  admin-
istrative changes















at SJS, will 
be 
held tomorrow
 in the College 
Union  Snack 
Bar
 at 7 p.m. 
The evening 
will  include a 







for  50 cents. 
Also scheduled
 for the 
affair, 
according


















consists  of three 
SJS stu-
dents, Steve 
Kritzer,  Jerry 
Ames, and 





in the vein of 
Crosby,  Stills, 
Nash, and 
Young, but 
most  of their 
material




 which begins 
at 9 p.m.,
 will also feature 





guitar  in the 





















































   
should be made," said 
Lt. 
Hernandez. 
Throughout San Jose, the 
community relations
 section 
works with 100 contacts in 
setting up neighborhood 
meetings, 
police demonstra-
tions, and various programs.
 
These contacts are just ordi-
nary citizens from the com-
munity who donate their 
time to work with 
the police 
by serving on various com-
mittees. 
The anti -crime committee, 
consisting of 200 persons, is 
an example of one of these 
citizen organizations. These 
people work with the police 
on projects that will help in 
preventing crime. One such 
project was the 
anti -burg-
lary ordinance they develop-
ed which the city passed. 
Under this ordinance, 
specific types of locks are re-
quired on certain buildings 
by a given date. 
This insures 
that good 
locks  are being 
used and not locks that give 
burglars easy access to 
buildings  and homes. 
When 




 happy with the po-
lice 
community  relations 
section, Lt. Hernandez 
says  
that "positive feedback from 







































In an attempt to settle 
the 
growing pant suit contro-
versy, Dr. Brazil, finding 
himself a main force in the 
pro -pant suit movement, 
surveyed administrative 
heads for a consensus on 
dress standards. 
The controversial dress 
policy statement, Dr. Brazil 
says, was 
drafted  from a 
collection
 of ideas received 
from the 
office heads. But 
the 




























































have  the 
good 
sense









what about men," the 
editorial also 
criticized.  Why 
dress codes for 
women,  but 
not for 
men. 
It's all a 
misunderstand-
ing, Dr. 

























































 as it was,'
 
"simply 





























































? is  
66. 
WHAT 






























P.O. Box 1015 





ANN OLINC IN (NT S 
Austin 
Mealy  Sprite 64 Convertible, 






 best offer Call 200-
905 or 241 2990 
FRIDAY 
FLICK  "Hell in 
the Pacific" 
7 & 10 
PM Morris 
Dailey Aud 











men,. will be 
presented
 by the 
HUMANIST 
COMMUNITY  OF 
SAN 
JOSE. 
Fri 12 Mar 8 pm 
at 738 N 2nd 
Si Call 
5017









organized  humanist move
 
men?. will be 
presented
 by the 
HUMANIST
 COMMUNITY OF 
SAN 
JOSE. Fri
 12 Mar 
1pm 
at 
738 N 2nd 





 and have a draft 
with friends shoot a game of darts 
and unwind THE




FREE PUPPY  Labrador combine 













Call Dan at 948.9308. 
140 
for  set 
Functional Transportation
 ready to 
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr. Sedan. S100 
327 6160. 
66 VW Fresh engine 9 clutch.
 exhaust 
extract, hevi duty shocks, brakes e. 
fires XLNT Pert mech. eat, int. Out-
standing
 car for coeds. See to believe! 
Call Dick at 294 9170 after 7 & week. 
ends 
1969 Triumph Mot  le TR6-C, 
Beautiful 
Condition,  must see to 
apprec
 51050 Call 295 9490. 
'70
 HONDA 330, Set up for 
dirt,  BOO mi, 
custom






3 P m. 
69 KAWASAKI 250
 P.C. Many extras
 
incl
 21" front wheel, 
silenced exp. 
Chariots, etc 





















paint,  brakes 
etc.  must see 
$100 
otter.  call Joe 287 3481 
eel 353 
Pontiac 




radio  & heater, 























tr6n6 vs Cali 289 1286
 
U S. 


















Furs & Leather JACK & PAT'S 





Also 7036 Thornton 
ave. 
Newark
 10 5 Mon Thurs. 




YAMAHA  DT1 (250 
Enduro) Low 
Wage. Great



























 cleaner is 
















Innerspace  Environments. 
Don't 
be misled by Cold beds. Try
 our warm 









See  at 1424 Searcy Dr. Si 




5485 or in Okl. 743. 
0360. 
WATEREDS:  From 550. 
All  slzes 
incl. Round O. 749 Jumbo. Sexually 
benef ic Alive, 




energies.  Healthy, float-










was Ave. 1 mi. 
from
 Sib on Park Ave.
 
Will  trade waterbed 
for ??? Phone 
anytime BU6 1263 
2 DBL BEDS 
(matt  box wrings.  I 
frame) For Sale 310 & 115)
 nr trade 
tor couch. Call 
241.1048  or 2C., 1544. 
Will the person who took my Brief 
Case from Spartan Bookstore 
PLEASE
 RETURN IT! to me 
I will 
Pay. No questions asked 
I need my 
notes at least If you would drop 
them 
off at the
 mailboxes at 470 5. 11th. I'd 
appreciate it Phone 285 8789 to 
arrange a deal for
 the rest 
SOUSING  
6 
MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet 
near campus. 795.8781 or 295.2355. 
Reasonably Priced! 
ROOMS.63.mo, kitchen privileges 
available 1 block from SJS. 155 SO. 
llth
 St Call 295.4863. 
Girls( 
turn 2 bedroom apt',blk Sib. 
No Lease SI40, I bdrm $120, 451 S. 10th 
St
 lOam 
2 p.m CY2.1327. 
RMMT, NEEDED 27 yr. old fr. to 
share quiet, 








OK, Pool 547.50 ea. 
George
 296.6980. 











with  porch, furnace heat, 
wall to wall carpet, near college
-quiet. 
406 So.
 11th St 





FEMALE  for inured. occu 
pistons 8. 
rings.





 in 2 bdrm
 
turn,  apt on 
67 S. 
9th 
262 5135 evenings and 
weekends. 
ONLY 
557 mo. Call 275 0596.
 
SCOTT 2601 Amplifier. 120 clean, an
 
distorted
 watts, excellent cond. °rig 
5300, now only SI75. 
Call  275.0596. 
Men's 
Ski Boots 
12M-EXC.  COND. 
Master Austria,




Golf Clubs, 2 Woods, 7 Irons, wbag. 
1,55
 Wollensak 250 R R 4tr. Tape 







 .53.50 per hour 
72 
year  old 
fraternal 
organization  has 
opening for man to do service & 
membership work. We offer complete 
training, salary or commissions, ex 
penses pension program, bonuses and 
car plan. Call Mr. Mayo 9 3 at 243.1313 
After 3 Call 356-4524 
College  
St   
Respectable part 
time sales on commission basis. Will 
train call collect 423 0915 or 475 9907 
Part Time or Fall time sales, male or 
female, 5300 part time guaranteed 
Phone Mr Workman
 247 2100 
WANTED: Good 
Pianist  8. Bass Play 
er 
(JAZZ  only) 
Prefer
 string bass 
Hours will 
not 
interfer  with  studies or 
school
 Want 




Recording  dates also 
Call Joe: 
Home Aft 5,225 



















Lost,  1 pr. 
Wire 
rirriglaSses





 in cloth glass 
case.  
Call  Carolyn





 leading to 
the recovery of a Syrian drum token 
from a 4th St apt. Fri Mar
 5. Call 292 
9748. 
FRIDAY FUCA 'Heil in the Psi.if ic" 
7 a, 10 PM Morris 






















2.00 2 50 
5 



























































 own room 
565.  Per rno. 
451 So. 10th 
S.J. Call 




APRIL 1 to JUNE 1,10 share apt. w 2 
others 560 per mo. Call 295.0994.
 
1.2, or 
3 FEMALE ROOMMATES 
NEEDED.
 Large house 240 







house on 10th St 548  each 
plus  utilities. 
Pets 
OK.
 295 5564 
ROOMMATE
 Needed. Call evenings
 
or mornings (early or 









 S45 per 
mo.,  color 




 207 2766 




















 to share 19 
unfurn 1 
bdrrn house with 2 
Others  447 S. 12th 
St
 556.25 mo. Call Marianne 
286.4217. 
Newly remodeled room 
for rent very 
clean. modern. 4 Wks. to SJS
 Kitch 
priv non
 smoker only 1.65 per month 
Call 
287  3125 





















INBURANCIE   
MONTHLY  
PAYMENTS





Rates  Married or single
 age 
24  over 
594. Married 
21 24 $163 
Single











Master's   
Reports   




 Umber., 1934 
Hams Ave




RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,' 
Free Delivery,
 Free Service. Cain 
Esche's






and fast. Phone 269.8674. 
0 
STUDENT TYPING In my home Fas 





 edit. Four miles fror. 
campus. 
Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104. 
7 
TV'S 





 $9.00 per 




 8. up I 
S PM 





S.J  Ph 
290.3681.
 
PiRSONAIS  8 
Permanent
 Hair 
Removal.  Face 
an
 
Body.  Darlene 
M.
 Miller.  RE 
247 No 









 One of a 
kind weddine 
bands & other 




Town  lin the back) 
354  8804. 
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED 
PEP'
 
MAN E NTLY 235 E. Santa Clara Street 
Rill 513 Phone 2944499. 
ARE YOU AFRAID 
OF SNAKES 
Experiment to  help people overcOm 
their fear of snakeS.






















 Off icia 
SOFA. Representative 
for inter 





 1125. Thref 
wenks camping
 in Russia anc 
Czechoslovakia 1156. Five weeks ir 
Spain.





 UM. International Student 1.0 
Card, Contact I S C A. representativr 
Fred Black,
 2536 
Regent  St. 
Berkeley
 
94704. Hours 4.6 
pm
 






Several schedules available from Wes 
Coast to London. Amsterdam anc 
Frankfurt. Winter




roundtrip or 5150 oneway Spring anr 
summer flights 5260 to S325 roundtrip 
and 5160 to S175 oneway Coordinator 
Prof Margaret R Peal 247 
Roycrof
 
Ave Long Beach, 90003 213 438 2179 
Inquisitive wanderer needed to 
travel
 
with in Europe 
this summer, female 
Linda, 265 
4035 eve Sun. Thurs 
CAR POOL WANTED from Newark,
 




 in the 
Pacific' 








 cash Or 
check. 











 ads Print 
your ad here: 
(Count approximately
 39 letters and 
spaces













Phone   
SENO CHECK. 
MO
 MERL II CASS TO 
PASTAN  DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
SAN NU 
STATE  COLLIII, CALIF. 
95114  
ulnas,"  allow 
two 
days if ter 
placing ad for it 
to
 
appear  
I A 
#4. 
0.1111 
Al  
